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Check inside the black stone end of the club: It shifts us right back out again. Check inside black club 
end: It is at some elevation above the ground and is not itself on the ground. 

Probe around the black club end: The black club end is heavy and is weighed down but stays up 
where it is. There is no red heat coming out of it, it is cold. Sit on top of the black club end: There are 
no humans here. We are outdoors in nature. This could be a natural rock instead of a manmade 
system. 

Go to the ground and probe and feel it: Dusty, the dust rises up into the air. There is no heat here, 
the sun does not warm the place. Main element is the black club end. 

Look at black club end from ground: It doesn't roll around, it will also not rise up, and nothing is 
holding it up, it stays there by itself on whatever is underneath it. There are no human people here 
significant to the target site. It feels cold here. The black block has been rigged to stay up here 
somehow. Nothing is happening here, this is a stagnant target site without any activity. 

Top view looking down on the black block: The black block is a heavy rock boulder. There are no 
paths leading up to here, this is not an obvious place to go to. There is some green grass here 
growing on the ground. The bar or pole that is diagonal is propped up. Probe the pole: It feels cold 
to the touch. The pole splits into two branches on its top, into two or three branches. Probe the 
branches at the top near the black boulder: They start to slide down from there along the ice, I do 
not know what "they" are that are sliding downward, but it is hard to keep a grip for the feet at least 
up there at the branching. Probe the branches anyway: Slippery sliding feeling there at the 
branches. Lifeless, no lifeforms are here, no red element of animal or human is detected anywhere. 

Significance of rock: It is because it is being supported up there, because it is held up there and 
leaning and will not fall down, it is being propped up there, is the significance of this target and of 
the black rock main element of this target. 

Stand on the ground and gather impressions: Solid surfaces and solid structures, dense and sturdy. A 
sailboat passes by in the distance. Go to the sailboat: It rises up high tall on its top part where we 
are found. Stay at the top of the sailboat, what is there: It feels cold here. 

No humans or lifeforms detected. Main element is a black boulder rock at the end of a stick, the 
stick has got branches. The black block is being supported up by the stick. We are outdoors in nature 



there is some grass here. No movement or activity detected. A sailboat was seen once. 

12:09 midnight End RV. 

I will give this session an A, of course I could have had more detail, but I grade not based on a 
comparison against some sort of ultimate ideal perfect report, but I grade based on how likely is it 
that I was remote viewing. Here we have the main element which is black stone, we also find the 
diagonal wooden sticks and the branching on both the stone and on fence and on crosses. The 
sailboat sail could be the white sign on the billboard, I never probed my sailboat. There is grass and 
we are outdoors, and no humans or lifeforms, no movement or activity is on this target photo. The 
big black stone cross does look like a club. The branching of the stick is an almost perfect depiction 
of a cross which is also a stick with two branches to the sides, only that I drew my branches 
diagonally up but almost got it as the cross. Grade is A. 
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12:15 midnight End session. 

ELEMENTS

IE. There is a club, it has got a red-brown stick with a black block on one end of the club. It leans 
against a wall with the dark club end leaning on the top against the wall, the bottom of it propped 
against the ground it seems. 
T. Hard, but somewhat chewy and pasty. 
P. We are close to the ground. The black stone on the top end feels cold. 

IE. Warmth, we are outdoors, some green grass but mostly sand ground. 


